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WARM UP TO WRITING!
This month, we're taking inspiration from the big warmup outside as summer approaches. Just as the changing
of seasons is a gradual process, so is writing. Check out
this issue for tips to help you create, as well as info on
our consultation services, available at any point in the
writing process.
It all starts with an idea, and we look forward to helping
you bring it to life on the page.
Happy Writing!
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News @
WRITING CONSULTATION SERVICES
Starting a writing project isn't always an easy task, even
when you have clear expectations for the final product. So
much can change along the way, and you have to make
important decisions, which can feel overwhelming. The good
news is that you don't have to do it completely on your own.
Provisional Pen can help.
With our writing consultation services, you can experience
the benefits of one-on-one conversations about your
project at any point in the process, even if you haven't yet
written a word. We'll work with you to create a plan that
helps you make the most of your time and effort. Plus, our
consultation package includes an online membership that
gives you access to our writing community and even more
writing tips.

To learn more about
our personalized
writing services or to
get started, visit our
Writing Consultation
page.
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WRITING TIP
OF THE MONTH
USES FOR WRITING EXERCISES
Beyond getting into a more regular writing habit,

really. To occupy the mental space you need for

you may be wondering how you can benefit from

writing, you sometimes need to remove yourself

taking the time to work on writing exercises. Here

from what's happening around you. So, pick a

a just a few ways prompted writing can help you:

writing exercise that interests you and focus on
that for a while.

Fight writer's block.
Having trouble coming up with another word for

Practice a new writing skill.

your current writing project? Afraid you'll never

Looking to write more vivid descriptions? Livelier

write anything worthwhile again? Take a few

dialogue? Trying to eliminate wordy phrases?

minutes to write about your worries and get them

Chances are, there's an exercise out there to help

out of your head, at least temporarily. Guess

you practice just about any writing skill. We even

what? You just wrote something worthwhile,

incorporate writing exercises into our remote

something with purpose. When you're ready, get

workshops. Just reach out to your writing

back to your project and see what you can do.

community (like our online writers' groups), look
online, or check out books to find writing prompts

Access your creative side.

that work for you.

Sometimes we're full of grand ideas; other times,
not so much. If this is one of those other times, go

Inspire a project.

looking for inspiration. Try out some writing

This is a truly valuable benefit. Sometimes, we

prompts, like the ones on page four of this

know we want to write something, but we're just

newsletter. Then, write away and see what you

not sure what to do next. Or, maybe we already

come up with.

have an idea but we need to match it up to the
right kind of project. Explore some writing

Distract yourself from reality for a bit.

prompts, and you might surprise yourself with

This might sound counterproductive, but it's not,

your next project idea.
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MONTHLY WRITING
INSPIRATION
TRY THESE WRITING PROMPTS
Describe a Setting
What kind of place is pictured on the right?
Where is it (city, suburb, rural)? What does it look
like? What's the first thing that stands out to
you? What does this place smell like? What does
spending time in this place feel like (smoothness
or roughness of table and seats, air temperature,
dryness or humidity, warmth from the sun, cool
shade from trees, etc.)? What does the statue to
the left represent? Is this a quiet space or a loud
one? What kinds of noises are present here?
Who typically visits this place? What kind of
wildlife might they see? Do many people visit this
place? Why or why not? What's happening in the
background? What places are located nearby?

Create Characters
Who are the people in this photo on the left?
Describe what each character looks like, so
readers who aren't looking at the photo can get
a mental picture. Why have your characters
chosen to wear these particular outfits? Give
your characters names if you'd like, as well as
other background details. What does each
character likes and dislike? What are their
relationships to one another? How does each
person feel about the others? How is each of
them feeling in this moment? What are they
doing and for what purpose? Now, send your
characters on a visit to the place pictured above,
and write about it.
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